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Research Interests   Data-driven  Analysis  of  Complex  Networks:  The  primary  goal  of  my  research  is  to 
understand  massive  complex  networks  by  analyzing  real-world  data.  My  work  uses 
measured data to validate prior models and metrics of complex networks, as well as 
drive the creation of new models that are grounded in empirical data. My work goes 
beyond simple models of graph topology by layering on additional graph meta-data (e.g. 
user interactions) in order to provide deeper understanding of emergent graph features.  
 
  Security and Privacy for Social Networks: Security and privacy on OSNs are front-page 
problems,  but  the  evidence  behind  these  issues  is  anecdotal,  which  hinders  the 
development of countermeasures. My work uses measured data to shine a light onto 
malicious activities on today’s OSNs. This reveals the (sometimes unexpected) strategies 
used by attackers to evade detection, and drives the development of novel preventative 
measures.  
 
  Graph Privacy and Data Sharing: I am a strong proponent for the sharing of research 
data: to date, we have made anonymized Facebook data available to 135 researcher 
groups  worldwide.  However,  the  sharing  of  complex  network  data  is  hindered  by 
concerns  over  privacy.  These  conflicting  goals  motivate  my  work  towards  enabling 
privacy-preserving sharing of graph data.  
 
  Data  Center  Networks  and  Applications:  My  interest  in  social  networks  naturally 
extends to include the datacenters that power these services. Early in my academic 
career I became interested in clean-slate network protocols, and this has matured into 
further work on transport layer protocols and high-performance caching for datacenters 
during my two Microsoft Research internships.  
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  University of California, Santa Barbara  
 
  Masters in Computer Science  Summer 2006 – Winter 2007 
  University of California, Santa Barbara  
 
  BS in Creative Studies (Computer Science Emphasis)   Fall 2002 – Spring 2006 
  Graduated with Highest Honors  
  University of California, Santa Barbara 
  
Awards  Nominated for ACM Doctoral Dissertation Award  2012 
  Outstanding Dissertation Award from UCSB  2012 
  Best Paper: Honorable Mention Award at ACM SIGCOMM   2011 
  Dean’s Fellowship from UCSB  2010-2011 
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Industry Experience   Microsoft Research   Summer 2011  
  Redmond, WA  
  Research Internship – Mentor: Cheng Huang  
  I developed next-generation caching  systems for Microsoft’s Azure cloud platform 
leveraging SSD storage and consistent hashing-based object distribution.  
 
  Microsoft Research   Summer 2010 
  Cambridge, UK  
  Research Internship – Mentor: Thomas Karagiannis  
  I  prototyped  a  novel  transport  layer  protocol  specifically  tailored  for  data  center 
topologies  and  applications.  The  resultant  work  was  published  at  ACM  SIGCOMM 
2011.  
 
  Anacapa Sciences, Inc   2005 - 2010 
  301 E. Carrillo St, Santa Barbara, CA 93101  
  Lead Software Engineer, Principal Investigator for Software Projects  
  I wrote SBIR proposals for the U.S. Navy and U.S. Air Force, of which four Phase I and 
two Phase II contract were awarded. Highlights of my work include development of an 
x86 decompiler and reverse engineering tools for the Air Force, and a prototype radar 
display for the Navy.  
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